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Abstract
Cell cultures are a recognized model that helps understand interaction of cells with certain external factors, such as radiation or drugs [1,2]. 3D

cultures are characterized by greater similarities to tumours in the conditions occurring in the body. A new, dynamic model of spheroid growth will be

presented, allowing to characterize the above-mentioned parameters and additionally better reflecting the spheroid growth curve. Additionally, the

simulations performed using dedicated software allowed for a detailed characterization of the WM266-4 skin cancer cell line, as well as for the

theoretical visualization of the distribution of various zones inside the spheroid at different growth times.

Spheroids
•3D cell culture model

•Similiar to the solid tumours (structure, 

microenvironment, cell signaling)

•Three zones are distinguished in spheroids

Simulations
Dedicated software written in C++ which simulates growth of the spheroid

between the cell cycles.

Experimental data
Microscopic images of spheroids 
taken in different days of culture

For each image Feret diameter
was estimated. Volume was
calculated as a volume of a sphere
with estimated Feret diameter

Results
Experimental distribution was 

fitted with the new dynamic

model, based on the 

determination of the (p-pq-q) 

Simulations were performed for 

different parameters of the 

simulations:

•Initial amount of resources

•Division of the resources level

•Diffusion fraction

Value of (p-pq-q) was estimated 

in each cyle of the simulations

Conclusions
New model of the spheroid growth is proposed

based on the determination of the growth

parameter (p-pq-q) as a function of time.

Proposed model was fitted to the experimental

data, with the extraction of the growth parameter.

Experimental growth was compared with the

simulated curves and to estimate simulations

parameters that will reflect the experimental

conditions
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Fitted model: Volume = V0 (P(t) + QD(t))
QD(t) total numer of non-proliferating cells
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Equation

y = 1/(exp((x - alfa)/beta)+1);
y = y*(vLine*x - vK);

y = y + vK;
y = a -(a+1)*y;

Plot G

vLine 0,05571 ± 0,00493

vK 0,99524 ± 0,02649

alfa 9,79628 ± 0,16855

beta 0,12014 ± 0,08343

a 1,04721 ± 0,09385

Reduced Chi-Sqr 0,00875

R-Square (COD) 0,98386

Adj. R-Square 0,97799

Model
GrowthParameterChanges (Us

er)

Equation

y = 1/(exp((x - alfa)/beta)+1);
y = y*(vLine*x - vK);

y = y + vK;
y = a -(a+1)*y;

Plot H

vLine 0,05708 ± 0,00382

vK 1,00943 ± 0,01502

alfa 9,04039 ± 0,25357

beta 0,09 ± 0,526

a 1,03678 ± 0,05869

Reduced Chi-Sqr 0,00572

R-Square (COD) 0,99169

Adj. R-Square 0,98947
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GrowthParameterChanges (Us

er)

Equation

y = 1/(exp((x - alfa)/beta)+1);
y = y*(vLine*x - vK);

y = y + vK;
y = a -(a+1)*y;

Plot I

vLine 0,06182 ± 0,00778

vK 1,01213 ± 0,01656

alfa 8,03322 ± 0,22243

beta 0,09 ± 0,06981

a 1,09309 ± 0,12454

Reduced Chi-Sqr 0,00839

R-Square (COD) 0,98874

Adj. R-Square 0,98499

Model
GrowthParameterChanges (Us

er)

Equation

y = 1/(exp((x - alfa)/beta)+1);
y = y*(vLine*x - vK);

y = y + vK;
y = a -(a+1)*y;

Plot J

vLine 0,06412 ± 0,00392

vK 1,01187 ± 0,01291

alfa 7,85125 ± 0,2268

beta 0,09 ± 0,3711

a 1,10456 ± 0,05457

Reduced Chi-Sqr 0,00374

R-Square (COD) 0,99519

Adj. R-Square 0,99359

Cycle 4 Cycle 8

XY   (XYZ  ) vs Fraction of resources
owned by the cell

Central slice [-4,4] 
radius of cell
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